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Jack and Jill Oct 04 2020 The third novel in the bestselling Alex Cross series
____________________________________ 'No one gets this big without amazing natural
storytelling talent - which is what Jim has, in spades. The Alex Cross series
proves it.' LEE CHILD, international bestselling author of the Jack Reacher series
____________________________________ Washington DC is under siege and Detective
Alex Cross has work to do. A controversial Senator is found murdered in his bed and
a young girl is savagely killed. Alex Cross is under pressure from both sides and
faced with an impossible choice. Alex must do the impossible but the people of
Washington aren't safe, and the clock is ticking before the killer sets their
sights on their ultimate target. Can he catch the killer behind these nefarious
crimes in time?
The Hobbit Apr 10 2021 The ultimate celebration of the second Hobbit movie reveals
the full creative vision of the art and design teams with more than 1,000 exclusive
images and photos, including designs and concepts that never made it to the big
screen. The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug Chronicles - Art & Design explores and
celebrates the creative vision of the second film in Academy Award-winning
filmmaker Peter Jackson's trilogy adaptation of The Hobbit by J.R.R Tolkien. This
lavish volume follows Bilbo, Gandalf and Thorin's Company of Dwarves eastward,
through hitherto unseen regions of Middle-earth, on their quest to reclaim the lost
realm of Erebor from the Dragon Smaug. Exploring the design and development of the
environments, cultures, creatures and artefacts encountered by the characters, it
is filled with more than 1,000 stunning images of conceptual art, supplementary
photographs and detailed commentary provided by the film's cast and crew. As a
bonus feature, unique to this book, there is a special fold-out replica of the
portrait of the Master of Lake-town, played by Stephen Fry, exactly as it appears
in the film. Compiled by Weta Workshop senior concept designer Daniel Falconer,
this is the third book in The Hobbit: Chronicles series and it has been created in
full collaboration with key members of the production's creative team to ensure the
most comprehensive and authentic film companion possible.
The Devil's Code Oct 24 2019 **Don't miss John Sandford's brand-new thriller Ocean
Prey – out now** The ultimate con game thriller from the internationally
bestselling master of suspense, John Sandford When Kidd’s colleague, the hacker
Jack Morrison, is mysteriously killed, Morrison’s sister implores him to help her
determine his fate. Kidd quickly realizes sinister forces are at work as other
talented hackers meet their grisly ends. Will he and LuEllen be able to get to the
bottom of this before they’re targeted as well? ***Praise for John Sandford*** ‘One

of the great novelists of all time’ Stephen King ‘A series writer who reads like a
breath of fresh air’ Daily Mirror ‘Delivers twists to the very last sentence’ Daily
Mail ‘Crime writer John Sandford is one of the best around’ Sun 'John Sandford
knows all there is to know about detonating the gut-level shocks of a good
thriller' The New York Times Book Review ? 'Sandford is consistently brilliant'
Cleveland Plain Dealer ‘Perfect entertainment’ Kirkus Reviews on Escape Clause
Atari Inc May 23 2022 Atari Inc. - Business is Fun, the book that goes behind the
company that was synonymous with the popularization of 'video games.' Nearly 8
years in the making, Atari Inc. - Business is Fun is comprised of thousands of
researched documents, hundreds of interviews, and access to materials never before
available. An amazing 800 pages (including nearly 300 pages of rare, never before
seen photos, memos and court documents), this book details Atari's genesis from an
idea between an engineer and a visionary in 1969 to a nearly $2 billion dollar
juggernaut, and ending with a $538 million death spiral during 1984. A testament to
the people that worked at this beloved company, the book is full of their personal
stories and insights. Learn about topics like: * All the behind the scenes stories
surrounding the creation of the company's now iconic games and products. * The
amazing story of Atari's very own "Xerox PARC" research facility up in the
foothills of the Sierra Mountains * The full recounting of Steve Jobs's time at
Atari, with comments from the people he worked with on projects and the detailed
story of the creation of Atari Breakout, including input by Steve Wozniak on his
development of the prototype, and how it couldn't be used and another Atari
engineer would have to make the final production Breakout arcade game instead. *
The creation of "Rick Rats Big Cheese Restaurants" which later became "Chuck E.
Cheese's" * How Atari Inc. faltered and took down an entire industry with it before
being put on the chopping block. If you've ever wanted to learn about the truth
behind the creation of this iconic company told directly by the people who made FUN
for a living, then this is the book for you!
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Chronicles II: Creatures & Characters Nov 17
2021 The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Chronicles II: Creatures and Characters
explores the amazing cast of heroes, villains, beasts, and beings that populate
Middleearth in the fi rst chapter of Peter Jackson's fi lm adaptations of JRR
Tolkien's The Hobbit. Richly illustrated with behind-the-scenes photographs,
digital renders, and fi lm stills, this comprehensive book goes species by species
and character by character through the fi lm's huge ensemble cast and bustling
menagerie of creatures, both physical and digital, and shows how each came to be
realized for the fi lm. First-hand accounts from the actors, makeup artists,
digital effects specialists, dialect coaches, prosthetics technicians, movement
coaches, and many other crew members describe the process and how the production
unfolded, while also sharing insights into the characters. A bonus feature, unique
to this book, is the special fold-out character size chart, which compares all the
major creatures and characters of the fi lm, from Radagast's hedgehog friend to the
towering Stone Giants! Compiled by Weta Workshop designer Daniel Falconer and
featuring a wealth of stunning imagery, this book puts the reader face-to-face with
all the creatures and characters of The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, from the
Dwarf heroes to the dark denizens of Middle-earth–the Orcs, Goblins, Trolls, and
Wargs–and, of course, the hobbit himself, Bilbo Baggins.
Maybe a Fox Jan 07 2021 Worlds collide in a spectacular way when Newbery and
National Book Award finalist Kathi Appelt and Pulitzer Prize nominee and #1 New
York Times bestseller Alison McGhee team up to create a fantastical, heartbreaking,
and gorgeous tale about two sisters, a fox cub, and what happens when one of the
sisters disappears forever. Sylvie and Jules, Jules and Sylvie. Better than just
sisters, more than best friends, they’d be identical twins if only they’d been born
in the same year. And if only Sylvie wasn’t such a fast—faster than fast—runner.
But Sylvie is too fast, and when she runs to the river they’re not supposed to go

anywhere near to throw a wish rock just before the school bus comes on a snowy
morning, she runs so fast that no one sees what happens…and no one ever sees her
again. Jules is devastated, but she refuses to believe what all the others believe,
that—like their mother—her sister is gone forever. At the very same time, in the
shadow world, a shadow fox is born—half of the spirit world, half of the animal
world. She too is fast—faster than fast—and she senses danger. She’s too young to
know exactly what she senses, but she knows something is very wrong. And when Jules
believes one last wish rock for Sylvie needs to be thrown into the river, the human
and shadow worlds collide. Writing in alternate voices—one Jules’s, the other the
fox’s—Kathi Appelt and Alison McGhee tell the searingly beautiful tale of one small
family’s moment of heartbreak, a moment that unfolds into one that is epic, mythic,
shimmering, and most of all, hopeful.
Cal's Log Sep 15 2021 Literacy World is evolving with the renewed Framework to
provide all the support you need to deliver Shared Reading and Writing, Guided
Reading, ICT and Speaking and Listening at Key Stage 2/P4-7. A wealth of quality
resources, exceptional teacher support and complete differentiation makes Literacy
World your only choice for fiction and non-fiction at Key Stage 2/P4-7.
The Fall of Five Jul 01 2020 The fourth book of the #1 New York Times bestselling
I Am Number Four series! John Smith—Number Four—thought that things would change
once he and Nine reunited with the others. But he was wrong. After facing off with
the Mogadorian ruler and almost being killed, the Garde realize they are
drastically unprepared. Now they're hiding out in Nine's Chicago penthouse, trying
to figure out their next move. Even with the return of an old ally, these
superpowered teens aren’t strong enough yet to take on an entire army. To defeat
their enemy, the Garde must master their Legacies and learn to work together as a
team. And when they receive a sign from Number Five—the last missing member of the
Garde—they know they are close to all being together finally. But could it be a
trap? Time is running out, and the only thing they know for certain is that they
have to get to Five before the Mogs do. Michael Bay, director of Transformers,
raved: “Number Four is a hero for this generation.” This epic young adult series is
perfect for fans of action-packed science fiction like The Fifth Wave series by
Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson Scott Card’s
Ender’s Game. The battle for Earth’s survival wages on. Read the rest of the
series: #5: The Revenge of Seven, #6: The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One. Don’t
miss the first book in the brand-new I Am Number Four spin-off series: Generation
One.
My Diary from the Edge of the World Jun 12 2021 Told in diary form by an
irresistible heroine, this “heartfelt, bittersweet, and ever-so-clever coming-ofage fantasy” (School Library Journal, starred review) named one of Publishers
Weekly’s Best Books of the Year from the New York Times bestselling author of the
May Bird trilogy sparkles with science, myth, magic, and the strange beauty of the
everyday marvels we sometimes forget to notice. Spirited, restless Gracie Lockwood
has lived in Cliffden, Maine, her whole life. She’s a typical girl in an atypical
world: one where sasquatches helped to win the Civil War, where dragons glide over
Route 1 on their way south for the winter (sometimes burning down a T.J. Maxx or an
Applebee’s along the way), where giants hide in caves near LA and mermaids hunt
along the beaches, and where Dark Clouds come for people when they die. To Gracie
it’s all pretty ho-hum…until a Cloud comes looking for her little brother Sam,
turning her small-town life upside down. Determined to protect Sam against all
odds, her parents pack the family into a used Winnebago and set out on an epic
search for a safe place that most people say doesn’t exist: The Extraordinary
World. It’s rumored to lie at the ends of the earth, and no one has ever made it
there and lived to tell the tale. To reach it, the Lockwoods will have to learn to
believe in each other—and to trust that the world holds more possibilities than
they’ve ever imagined.

The Breaks Feb 20 2022 From the Bestselling Author of Lush Life Peter Keller,
first college grad from a working-class Yonkers family, thought he was on the road
to success. Until no law school wanted him. As he watches his friends advance into
promising careers, he jumps from job to job---mail clerk, phone solicitor, stand-up
comic---until he breaks down and starts phoning in bomb threats on his own house.
He's going to have to work hard to change the pattern of self-sabotage that has
defined most of his life. And taking that job at his alma mater as a teacher of
freshman comp and starting an affair with a violently psychotic ex-wife of a
colleague probably won't help matters. Richard Price's brilliant comic novel is a
classic tale of a young man trying to find his place in the world.
Scandalous Dec 26 2019 Faced with poverty after the death of her half-brother, the
Earl of Wickham, on his Ceylon tea plantation, Lady Gabriella Banning plans to
secure the future of her two younger sisters--Claire and Elizabeth--by marrying off
Claire to a wealthy aristocrat, but her scheme is threatened by a charming stranger
who claims to be the Earl of Wickham. Original.
Pennyroyal Academy Dec 06 2020 Set in Grimm’s fairytale world, M.A. Larson’s
Pennyroyal Academy masterfully combines adventure, humor, and magical
mischief—perfect for fans of The School for Good and Evil. Pennyroyal Academy:
Seeking bold, courageous youths to become tomorrow's princesses and knights… Come
one, come all! A girl from the forest arrives in a bustling kingdom with no name
and no idea why she is there, only to find herself at the center of a world at war.
She enlists at Pennyroyal Academy, where princesses and knights are trained to
battle the two great menaces of the day: witches and dragons. There, given the name
“Evie,” she must endure a harsh training regimen under the steel glare of her Fairy
Drillsergeant, while also navigating an entirely new world of friends and enemies.
As Evie learns what it truly means to be a princess, she realizes surprising things
about herself and her family, about human compassion and inhuman cruelty. And with
the witch forces moving nearer, she discovers that the war between princesses and
witches is much more personal than she could ever have imagined.
The 13th Tribe Sep 27 2022 When a group of immortal vigilantes threatens millions,
only one man is brave enough to stand in their way. Their story didn’t start this
year…or even this millennium. It began when Moses was on Mt. Sinai. Tired of
waiting on the One True God, the twelve tribes of Israel began worshipping a golden
calf through pagan revelry. Many received immediate death for their idolatry, but
40 were handed a far worse punishment—endless life on earth with no chance to see
the face of God. This group of immortals became the 13th Tribe, and they’ve been
trying to earn their way into heaven ever since—by killing sinners. Though their
logic is twisted, their brilliance is undeniable. Their wrath is unstoppable. And
the technology they possess is beyond anything mere humans have ever seen. Jagger
Baird knows nothing about the Tribe when he’s hired as head of security for an
archaeological dig on Mt. Sinai. The former Army Ranger is still reeling from an
accident that claimed the life of his best friend, his arm, and his faith in God.
The Tribe is poised to execute their most ambitious attack ever and the lives of
millions hang in the balance. When Jagger’s wife and son are caught in the
crossfire, he’ll stop at nothing to save them. But how can one man stand against an
entire tribe of immortals? “Liparulo plunges deep into the pages of Scripture to
find intriguing what-if’s and stunning revelations—all woven into a tale that is
both skin-tinglingly supernatural and thought-provokingly real. Packed with hightech gadgetry, action, and heart . . . Read this novel! Seriously!” —TED DEKKER,
New York Times best-selling author of Forbidden and the Circle Series “The author
of Comes a Horseman ushers in an exciting new series with this action-packed and
intricately plotted spiritual thriller that should appeal to fans of Frank Peretti
and Oliver North.” —Library Journal “A fantasy-thriller with overt (but not overly
intrusive) Christian themes . . . The book can be read as a story of a man’s
spiritual transition, or it can be read as a fast-paced thriller with fantasy

elements. Either way, it’s a success.” —Booklist “Liparulo opens the Immortal Files
series with a bang . . . Liparulo has concocted a fast-moving, imaginative
narrative that examines moral questions . . . every reader is in for roller-coaster
action, competently done, with a late-breaking major plot curve that leaves the
door open for more.” —Publishers Weekly “If you’re a fan of suspense or biblical
fiction, this is one book you won’t want to miss. Its mind-blowing action will keep
readers totally immersed.” —RT Book Review, 4 1/2 stars
An Age of License Feb 08 2021 Written during a European book tour promoting her
work, a cartoonist depicts the new experiences, romantic encounters, and cute cats
she met as she visited historic cities across the continent.
Lush Life Apr 22 2022 'So, what do you do?' Whenever people asked him, Eric Cash
used to have a dozen answers. Artist, actor, screenwriter . . . But now he's thirtyfive years old and he's still living on the Lower East Side, still in the
restaurant business, still serving the people he wanted to be. What does Eric do?
He manages. Not like Ike Marcus. Ike was young, good-looking, people liked him. Ask
him what he did, he wouldn't say tending bar. He was going places-until two street
kids stepped up to him and Eric one night and pulled a gun. At least, that's Eric's
version. In Lush Life, Richard Price tears the shiny veneer off the 'new' New York
to show us the hidden cracks, the underground networks of control and violence
beneath the glamour. Lush Life is an X-ray of the street in the age of no broken
windows and 'quality of life' squads, from a writer whose "tough, gritty brand of
social realism . . . reads like a movie in prose' Michiko Kakutani, The New York
Times
Aftershock Oct 16 2021 Verbal attacks against Israel for human rights violations
have turned into physical attacks against the Jewish community worldwide. How has
that happened? This book attempts to explain the phenomenon. Anti-Zionists, whose
primary goal is destruction of the State of Israel, use accusations of the worst
forms of human rights violations against Israel to delegitimize the state. These
accusations criminalize the Jewish population worldwide for actual or presumed
support of the State of Israel. The contemporary international human rights system
and the existence of the State of Israel are twin legacies of the Holocaust. The
failure of the human rights system to prevent attacks on Israel and the Jews is an
aftershock of the Holocaust.
Ghost Moon Jan 27 2020 Nine years after leaving in disgrace, Olivia Morrison is
coming home again with her eight-year-old, Sara, to put things right with the
Archer clan. But there is no welcome for the prodigal daughter at the lavish
Louisiana estate. Her stepcousin, Seth, once her only comfort, is icy, dangerously
attractive — and engaged. Her formidable stepgrandfather collapses with a heart
attack at the sight of her, gasping her dead mother’s name: “Selena!” The bayou
echoes with memories of her mother’s mysterious death. Suicide by drowning, they
said. But Olivia’s terrifying nightmares suggest another story. She is determined
to learn the truth, and to face a newly ignited passion for Seth, who is too close
for comfort, despite his vows. When a new danger threatens her and her daughter,
Olivia must find the courage to confront her old demons ... and uncover a shocking
secret buried in the long-forgotten past....
Dragons of Wendal Oct 28 2022 Learning new magic isn’t as easy as Zoe expected,
especially when the mages at Gorgon University seem dead set against teaching. Add
in some necessary late-night sneaking about, and Zoe is almost certain to be kicked
out. No one in their right mind would view going to Wendal as a good alternative,
but that's where Zoe ends up after she accidentally gains the attention of both a
dragon and a wolf shifter. To regain her freedom, all Zoe has to do is unravel one
very large curse that has befallen Lindis, the dragon. And then there's the wolf,
Derrick. He's more than happy to protect Zoe from the dragons, but what might he
demand in return? Winner of the Reader's Choice Award 2015 - BigAl's Books and Pals
Dragons of Wendal was inspired by the short story, Snitched, Snatched, which is

still available in English and Spanish in one e-book. The English version is
included in Dragons of Wendal as the prologue. DragonKin is book two in the series.
A fantasy adventure with werewoves, dragons, grypons, mages, and magic. Good
reading for young adults and adults.
The Dragon of Trelian Jul 25 2022 A feisty princess befriends a mage’s
apprentice—and finds she’s uncannily linked to a dragon—in a suspenseful fantasy
charged with warmth and wit. Calen, a lonely young mage-to-be, never dreamed that
Princess Meglynne would become his friend. And impulsive Meg never imagined that
tending a baby dragon would "link" her to the creature -- for life. And now Meg’s
sister is about to marry a prince to end a war between kingdoms, a celebration that
Meg and Calen know is endangered by a murderous plot. How can a girl, a boy, and a
dragon merge their magic and strength to bring down a powerful traitor in time?
From the author of Library Lion comes a classic middle-grade fantasy soaring with
sorcery and suspense, spunk and adventure, friendship and first romance, and a cast
of enchanting characters.
The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies Chronicles: Art & Design Jul 13 2021 A
stunning look at the creative process behind The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five
Armies—the third and final installment of one of the world's biggest motion picture
franchises from Academy Award-winning filmmaker Peter Jackson. Working closely with
the film's production staff, the award-winning team at WETA brings together more
than 240 pages of spectacular four-color visuals, including hundreds of images of
concept artwork, photographs, development paintings, and more created by the
artists and designers working behind the scenes. Movie photography and finished
imagery accompany the sketches and drawings, showing how the artists' vision was
realized from design to final product. Chock full of insider stories, details, and
insights, The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies Chronicles: Art & Design also
includes a special bonus feature—a three-page fold-out sure to delight fans and
become a treasured collectible.
Practice to Deceive Jun 24 2022 Traces the murder of Whidbey Island resident Russ
Douglas, who after spending Christmas with his estranged wife and children in 2003
was murdered and whose death implicated several suspects, including an aging beauty
queen and her boyfriend.
No Witnesses Nov 24 2019 Product tampering. Innocent lives. Nice suburban homes. A
Seattle food company is victim to an ingenious extortion that has the FBI two steps
behind. Seattle's veteran homicide sergeant, Lou Boldt, and police psychologist
Daphne Matthews approach the case from opposite ends: one undearthing micoscopic
evidence, the other putting together a chilling psychological profile of a man
willing to contaminate and kill if necessary. The cop Daphne Matthews secretly
loves is being destroyed by the extortion. Boldt sees his department cracking. As
the high-tech manhunt builds to a furious crescendo, Boldt and Matthews are jolted
again: the madman they're hunting may not be working alone . . .
The Box and the Dragonfly May 11 2021 A boy, a girl, an ancient puzzle, and a
House of Answers, Artefacts, Miseries and Mysteries. From the moment Horace F.
Andrews sees the sign from the bus - literally a sign with his name on it everything in his normal little life changes. An encounter with the House of
Answers, a magically hidden warehouse full of mysterious objects and even stranger
people, only leads to more questions. These people think he's special - a Keeper of
an incredible gift - although scientifically-minded Horace isn't so sure he really
believes in that kind of thing. But then a confrontation with an impossibly tall,
thin, creepy and undoubtedly menacing man makes him think twice... Horace must now
quickly begin to unravel the mysteries of this hidden world and his new gift, as he
finds himself immersed in a battle between ancient forces, where the bad guys don't
pull any punches, even the good guys have their flaws, and where friendship,
loyalty and trust turn out to be the greatest powers of all.
Angel Jul 21 2019 Max Ride and her best friends are up against a deadly force, but

Fang is gone just when they need him most. Will they be ready for the ultimate
showdown? Max Ride and her best friends have always had one another's backs-no
matter what. Living on the edge as fugitives, they never had a choice. But now
they're up against a deadly force that's racing across the globe, and just when
they need him the most, Fang is gone. He's creating his own gang that will replace
everyone-including Max. Max is heartbroken over losing Fang, her soul mate. Her
closest friend. But with Dylan ready and willing to fight by her side, and she can
no longer deny that his incredible intensity draws her in. Max, Dylan, and the rest
of their friends must soon join forces with Fang and his new gang for an explosive
showdown in Paris that's unlike anything you've ever imagined . . . or read.
Cat and Mouse Sep 03 2020 Just as Alex Cross is beginning to feel that life is
good and he is finally coming out of the depression he's been in since the death of
his wife, he is called to Union Station train terminal - a man is on the loose,
firing at random into the swarming crowds of travellers. Psychopath Gary Soneji
seems determined to go down in a blaze of glory, and he wants Alex Cross to be
there. Will this be the final showdown
Feed Aug 26 2022 Identity crises, consumerism, and star-crossed teenage love in a
futuristic society where people connect to the Internet via feeds implanted in
their brains. Winner of the LA Times Book Prize. For Titus and his friends, it
started out like any ordinary trip to the moon - a chance to party during spring
break and play around with some stupid low-grav at the Ricochet Lounge. But that
was before the crazy hacker caused all their feeds to malfunction, sending them to
the hospital to lie around with nothing inside their heads for days. And it was
before Titus met Violet, a beautiful, brainy teenage girl who knows something about
what it’s like to live without the feed-and about resisting its omnipresent ability
to categorize human thoughts and desires. Following in the footsteps of George
Orwell, Anthony Burgess, and Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., M. T. Anderson has created a brave
new world - and a hilarious new lingo - sure to appeal to anyone who appreciates
smart satire, futuristic fiction laced with humor, or any story featuring skin
lesions as a fashion statement.
The Perfect Ghost Mar 29 2020 Mousy and shy to the point of agoraphobic, Em Moore
is the writing half of a celebrity biography team. Her charismatic partner, Teddy,
does the interviewing and the public schmoozing. But Em's dependence on Teddy runs
deeper than just the job—Teddy is her bridge to the world and the main source of
love in her life. So when Teddy dies in a car accident, Em is devastated, alone in
a world she doesn't understand. The only way she can honor his memory and cope with
his loss is to finish the interviews for their current book—an "autobiography" of
renowned and reclusive film director Garrett Malcolm. Ensconced in a small cottage
near Malcolm's Cape Cod home, Em slowly builds the courage to interview Malcolm the
way Teddy would have. She finds Malcolm at once friendlier, more intimidating, and
much sexier than she had imagined. But Em soon starts hearing whispers of skeletons
in the Malcolm family closet. And then the police begin looking into the accident
that killed Teddy, and Em's control on her life—tenuous at best—is threatened. In
The Perfect Ghost, a stunning breakout novel from the beloved author of the
Carlotta Carlyle mystery series, Linda Barnes slowly winds the strings tighter and
tighter, leading the reader ever more deeply into the lives of her characters with
pitch-perfect pacing and mesmerizing prose.
Racism and Human Rights Aug 14 2021 The topical and thought-provoking articles in
this volume have been contributed by leading authorities and discuss some of the
key issues currently facing the human rights community. The issues discussed
include, among others, human rights and the Security Council, slavery, racism on
the internet, and religion and human rights.
Private London Nov 05 2020 In James Patterson's #1 bestselling Private series, the
world's most exclusive detective agency hunts London's most mysterious killer. For
Hannah Shapiro, a young American student, the nightmare began eight years ago in

Los Angeles, when the owner of Private-the world's most exclusive detective agencysaved her from a horrific death. Now, after eight years, the terror follows her to
London. The only man who can help is former Royal Military Police Sergeant Dan
Carter, head of Private London. In London, young women are being abducted and their
bodies found mutilated in a grotesque, mysterious way. Carter's ex-wife, DI Kirsty
Webb, leads the investigation into these brutal murders, which may somehow be
linked to Hannah Shapiro. Working together, the two investigators are caught in a
desperate race against the odds. Private may be the most advanced detection agency
in the world . . . but can they catch a predator who rivals London's most elusive
killer ever?
Transactions on Computational Science VI Dec 18 2021 This sixth volume of the
Transactions on Computational Science journal contains the thoroughly refereed best
papers selected from the International Conference on Computational Science and Its
Applications, ICCSA 2008.
The Final Warning: A Maximum Ride Novel Aug 02 2020 ___________________________
‘Has all the characteristics of his work . . . pace, action, mystery and cool’
SUNDAY TIMES Max. Fang. Iggy. Gasman. Nudge. Angel. Six extraordinary avian-human
hybrids, they are the result of a cruel Biotech experiment which manipulated their
DNA and turned them into kids with wings. Hunted all their lives, the flock have
had to fight life-threatening battles against their shadowy enemies. But as their
predators evolved, their unique ability to fly is no longer enough to save them.
Driven to the wastelands of Antartica, each day brings a new threat for the flock.
While fighting to save their own lives, they have a new mission to undertake . . .
One with potentially devastating global consequences.
________________________________ This book was recently reissued with a new cover,
so stock may vary.
Fatal Friends, Deadly Neighbors Aug 22 2019 In July 2011, billionaire Jonah
Shacknai's Coronado, California, mansion was the setting for two horrifying deaths
only days apart--his young son's plunge from a balcony and his girlfriend's ghastly
hanging. What really happened? Baffling questions remain unanswered. Rule looks at
the closed cases through the eyes of a relentless crime reporter. The second probe
began in Utah when Susan Powell vanished in a 2009 blizzard. Her controlling
husband, Josh, proved capable of a blind rage that was heartbreakingly fatal to his
innocent young sons almost three years later in a tragedy that shocked America as
the details unfolded. If anyone had detected the depth of depravity within Josh
Powell, perhaps the family that loved and trusted him would have been saved. In
these and seven other riveting cases, Ann Rule exposes the twisted truth behind
headlined and little-known homicides and speaks for vulnerable victims who relied
on the wrong people.
Riddley Walker Sep 22 2019 'This is what literature is meant to be' Anthony
Burgess 'O what we ben! And what we come to...' Wandering a desolate postapocalyptic landscape, speaking a broken-down English lost after the end of
civilization, Riddley Walker sets out to find out what brought humanity here. This
is his story. 'Funny, terrible, haunting and unsettling, this book is a
masterpiece' Observer 'A timeless portrayal of the human condition ... frightening
and uncanny' Will Self 'A book that I could read every day forever and still be
finding things' Max Porter
Daniel X: Watch the Skies Jun 19 2019 All's quiet in the small town of Holliswood
- television sets, computers, and portable devices aglow in every home, classroom,
and store. But everything is not as perfect as it may seem. An evil is lurking,
just out of sight, behind the screen. From the darkest depths of imagination
flickers the most terrifying enemy Daniel X is yet to face. A villain with more
ambition than the world can withstand, dead set on throwing the sleepy
neighbourhood into chaos and documenting the destruction of every person in it,
including Daniel, his friends, and his family. Daniel X is the only person who can

stop this devilish director. But, as the super-villain assembles an all-star team
of his own creation, not even Daniel can imagine the enormity of his plans. Can
Daniel X stop this deranged outlaw before he stages the most spectacular finale the
world has ever seen? Or will Daniel find himself on the cutting room floor?
The Princess of Trelian Jan 19 2022 Michelle Knudsen revisits Trelian in a
thrilling follow-up fantasy about a princess with an uncanny link to a dragon and a
uniquely talented young mage. The hundred-year war with Kragnir is over, and Meg
will soon be named the princess-heir of Trelian. But her connection to her dragon,
Jakl, is making her parents’ subjects uneasy. Will they ever accept this dragon
princess as their future queen? It doesn’t help that Meg is suffering horrible
nightmares and sudden, uncontrollable rages—and with the link joining them, Jakl is
feeling the rages, too. Meg is desperate to talk to Calen, to see if he can help
her figure out what is happening and how to stop it before she or her dragon does
something terrible… Meanwhile, Calen is having troubles of his own. He’s far away,
gone off with Mage Serek to receive his first true mage’s mark. But his marking
ceremony is disrupted by a mysterious magical attack, and ominous prophecies
predict a terrifying new danger. The Magistratum’s greatest enemy may soon
reappear—and the other mages believe that Calen himself may have a hand in his
return! From bestselling author Michelle Knudsen, here is the thrilling fantasy
follow-up to The Dragon of Trelian.
Warped Passages Mar 21 2022 The universe has many secrets. It may hide additional
dimensions of space other than the familier three we recognize. There might even be
another universe adjacent to ours, invisible and unattainable . . . for now. Warped
Passages is a brilliantly readable and altogether exhilarating journey that tracks
the arc of discovery from early twentieth-century physics to the razor's edge of
modern scientific theory. One of the world's leading theoretical physicists, Lisa
Randall provides astonishing scientific possibilities that, until recently, were
restricted to the realm of science fiction. Unraveling the twisted threads of the
most current debates on relativity, quantum mechanics, and gravity, she explores
some of the most fundamental questions posed by Nature—taking us into the warped,
hidden dimensions underpinning the universe we live in, demystifying the science of
the myriad worlds that may exist just beyond our own.
Ship Breaker May 31 2020 This thrilling bestseller and National Book Award
Finalist is a gritty, high-stakes adventure of a teenage boy faced with conflicting
loyalties, set in a dark future America devastated by the forces of climate change.
In America's flooded Gulf Coast region, oil is scarce, but loyalty is scarcer.
Grounded oil tankers are being broken down for parts by crews of young people.
Nailer, a teenage boy, works the light crew, scavenging for copper wiring just to
make quota--and hopefully live to see another day. But when, by luck or by chance,
he discovers an exquisite clipper ship beached during a recent hurricane, Nailer
faces the most important decision of his life: Strip the ship for all it's worth or
rescue its lone survivor, a beautiful and wealthy girl who could lead him to a
better life.... In this powerful novel, Hugo and Nebula Award winning author Paolo
Bacigalupi delivers a fast-paced adventure set in the vivid and raw, uncertain
future of his companion novels The Drowned Cities and Tool of War. "Suzanne Collins
may have put dystopian literature on the YA map with The Hunger Games...but
Bacigalupi is one of the genre's masters, employing inventively terrifying details
in equally imaginative story lines." --Los Angeles Times A New York Times
Bestseller A Michael L. Printz Award Winner A National Book Award Finalist A VOYA
2010 Top Shelf Fiction for Middle School Readers Book A Rolling Stone 40 Best YA
Novels Book
The Mark of the Dragonfly Mar 09 2021 For fans of Frozen, The City of Ember, and
The School of Good and Evil, the New York Times bestseller The Mark of the
Dragonfly is a fast-paced adventure story about a mysterious girl and a fearless
boy, set in a magical world that is both exciting and dangerous. Piper has never

seen the Mark of the Dragonfly until she finds the girl amid the wreckage of a
caravan in the Meteor Fields. The girl doesn't remember a thing about her life, but
the intricate tattoo on her arm is proof that she's from the Dragonfly Territories
and that she's protected by the king. Which means a reward for Piper if she can get
the girl home. The one sure way to the Territories is the 401, a great old beauty
of a train. But a ticket costs more coin than Piper could make in a year. And
stowing away is a difficult prospect--everyone knows that getting past the peculiar
green-eyed boy who stands guard is nearly impossible. Life for Piper just turned
dangerous. A little bit magical. And very exciting, if she can manage to survive
the journey. Praise for The Mark of the Dragonfly: ★ “This magnetic middle-grade
debut…[is] a page-turner that defies easy categorization and ought to have broad
appeal.”—Publishers Weekly, Starred ★ “Heart, brains, and courage find a home in a
steampunk fantasy worthy of a nod from Baum.”-- Kirkus Reviews, Starred ★ “A
fantastic and original tale of adventure and magic...Piper is a heroine to fall in
love with: smart, brave, kind, and mechanically inclined to boot.”—School Library
Journal, Starred “A complex and impeccably developed plot—there is plenty to
recommend in this novel.”—The Bulletin “Appealing characters and lots of action
make it a good choice for young adventure readers.”—Booklist
Beginning Statistics 3e Textbook Apr 29 2020
Michael Vey 2 Feb 26 2020 Michael must save his mother—and protect his powers—in
the electric sequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling Michael Vey, from Richard
Paul Evans. I rolled over to my back, struggling for breath. The pain continued to
pulse through my body—a heavy throb followed by a sharp, crisp sting. The man said,
“Trust me, there are worse things in this world than Cell 25.” Michael, Taylor,
Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan have escaped from the Elgen Academy in
Pasadena and are headed back to Idaho to plan their next move. But what’s waiting
for them there will change everything. After using their wits and powers to
narrowly escape an Elgen trap, a mysterious voice leads the Electroclan to the
jungles of Peru in search of Michael’s mother. Once there, they discover that Dr.
Hatch and the Elgen are far more powerful than anyone realizes; entire countries
have begun to fall under their control. Only the Electroclan and an anonymous voice
now stand in the way of the Elgen’s plan for global domination. But is the voice
that Michael is following really an ally, or is it just another Elgen trap?
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